
Long Bio
Ica.  

Calgary-born and Toronto-based Ica., fuses
together emotionally raw lyrics, stuck-in-your-
head acoustic pop melodies, and powerhouse
vocals to create folk-pop bliss. Her signature
sound brings a vibe reminiscent of artists such
as Paramore, Lizzy McAlpine, and Julia Michaels.
Her no strings attached approach to
songwriting and performance aims to air out
life’s bittersweet lessons.   

Following the release of her heartbreak anthem
“Best of Me”  (recorded and produced with the
expertise of musician and producer Miguel
Abuel), Ica. has become inspired to give back to
the community and learn how to further serve
individuals through music. As a result, Ica. has
been busy volunteering and giving back to the
Toronto community with "Sing It Girls!", a
program that aims to empower girls ages 7-15
to use their voices.

When not busy with her vocal studies at
Humber College or volunteering, Ica. has
continued to maintain a busy performance
schedule in the local Toronto Music  Scene and
gradually build her audience one show at a time.
Notable performances and stages Ica. has had
the privilege of connecting with fans from are
The Legendary Horseshoe Tavern, Sneaky
Dee’s, and Free Times Café, to name a few.  

With over 5 years of performance experience in
solo, duo, and band settings, Ica. has learned the
importance of community, transparency, and
sincerity in music and performance. She crafts
and shares her songs on digital and in-person
platforms in hopes of connecting and creating
community through shared experiences. 

Currently Ica. is writing new music for release in
late 2023 and working to further develop her
artistic identity through songwriting and live
performance.  
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"Music is more than melodies, chords, and lyrics.
Music is feeling, emotions, expression, and
creation. It's a language and energy that has the
power to heal transform lives, and bring people
together for a cause greater than themselves.
Music saves us and defines our humanity. Music
is the language of the soul. " - Ica.

"Watching Ica. perform live on stage is such a
pleasure. Ica.'s delivery of each song paints a 
 vivid picture of stories of love, loss, and  life
lessons" - Lea Chelsea, Long-time fan 


